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ABSTRACT
Children's use of humor in hospital settings and ways

hospital personnel might encourage positive uses of humor are
discussed in this paper. Three questions are raised: (1) How is humor
viewed in hospitals treating chilli-en? (2) How can developmental
psychology help us understand chil :en's humor? (3) What implications
does an understanding of children's humor have for how we work with
children in hospitals? Responses to these questions are based on
general studies of humor; literature on children's emotional
reactions to hospitalization; interviews with parents, hospital
personnel, and children; random observation in a nursery school; and
participant observations of children of different ages in three
hospital playrooms. Four developmental stages corresponding to
Piagetian stages of cognitive development are identified
(Infants/Toddlers, Preschool, Elementary School, and Adolescence),
and the type of humor characteristic of each is described. It is
emphasized that if we can begin to understand that humor is different
for children at different ages, and can emphasize the positive
functions of humor for children in hospitals (for adaptation to a Hew
situation, building relationships, seeking explanations for one's
condition, gaining mastery), then we can both initiate and appreciate
humor with children as we work with them in hospital settings.
(CS)
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nc):;t.. people take a dim view of humor in h()sptials. It It.,1112, incon-

gruous to :r.r.n t ion huino r and hospitals in the si re breath. Yet humor is a

part of th, human ,ondition and has ::,any positive uses. Although it is

r---2mpere by fears children have, it does not cease to exist when children

enter the hospital.

In this paper, I should like to discuss how children use humor in

hospital settings and how hospital personnel might encourage positive

uses of humor among patients. To do this, I will pose three questions:

1. How is humor viewed in hospitals treating children?

2. How can developmental psychology help us understand
children's humor?

3. What implications does an understanding of children's
humor have for how we work with children in hospitals?

I am an educator working with teachers and children--not a doctor.

But my interest in this subject derives from three personal incidents,

all involving "hospital" experiences.

"Smell the Bunny"

When Arthur was six years old he went with his mother
to the doctor's for a check-up. The doctor weighed him,
lister,d to his chest with the stethescope, and brought out
a lovely pink bunny. He asked Arthur to smell. it. The boy
r,Itimb.?rs smelling the bunny and waking up hours later in a
strange hospital gown with a bad sore throat, spitting up
blood.

incident happened thirty years ago. It illustrates several

.i:;umpt.ify:s about children and hosptials--none of which are humorous.

thr.- was a kind ..)f con piracy or collunton botween the mother and

rr, keep frJm th,:? bni th^ fact that he was going t-) have an

th- a profonnd Lick of un(Jerstanding of

dr:d ; :y hr,Iony; Fdr Lhe impc)rae of deiveiloping

,niLd. The Athnr w(Duld under-3tnd an

, -)F th._ ill be fearViil and nhr.ontrolled.
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To this ,:lay he res::t:; beinq tricked by his mother ancl the doctor, and he

is .:rrified of hoitals. This in;:ient relateLi to the first question

we r_ is "How is humor viewed in hopitals treating children?" Although

similar episodes sometimes happen today, attitudes in most hospitals are

chan.4ing. Both medical people and parents have a greater awareness of the

psychological impact of hospitalization on children.

The second incident shows quite a different attitude of the family

toward preparing a child for surgery, and a hospital staff who seemed to

understand the needs of children.

"Barbara and the Pirate's Den"

When Barbara was 11, she ran in an interscholastic track
meet--the high jump and the relay race--directly after she had
eaten a cherry coke and an egg salad sandwich. Walking home,
she had a severe pain in her right side. When the pain persisted,
the family doctor suggested she go to the hospital for an appen-
dectomy. She remembers getting into the car in pajamas, listening
to her father's explanation of what an appendix was, how the cave
men used it to supplement their teeth in grinding up meat, and how
the doctor would take blood, put a mask on her face, and that she
would slep and wake up with a pain just as bad, but it would be
from the incision, not from the appendix. Several days after the
operation she began to feel better, and began to get restless.
SLnce there were no aides or play ladies in the hospital, she was
left to her own devices. She organized the room into a pirate's
den--the children made pirate's hats and skulls and crossbones;
par,!nts provided paper and crayons and all grown-ups had to give
t pnssword before they could enter. The den made the children
ft:,el that ' -y were evil pirates and thus were in a position to

7-; r' the doctors and nurses.

Barbara rer'.-,rb,,rs two things that have to do with humor in this

trh:2y had to sort cf ch-,.!er her up, but

t,./; :.!agy do-:tor would say if she Llughr:d too hard

t):Idn't r good i6,!1. The second

h.. 1.-1 )!.
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:ie:au.,,e of Lnc.! :Jhortaqv! of staff, noo,:y could turbid them to decorate

trio ro., to or,janiz.e themselves and Literally create a new and 1)ersunal

environment oC their own. The older children made sure die younger children

wer a i.art. of the don and not too spared. The children, years later,

rememberei that week of hospitalization as a time of gaining some control

over an anxious situation, even of joking and levity, and of the sense of

group that arose.

At the outset, I think it is important to realize that children do

think about, talk about, and play about their hospital experiences--before,

during, and afterwards. This does not always I.:ake the form anticipated by

adults, 35 in tne following incident the scone is a nursery school in

which three-year-olds are playing hospital. 1:t is a modern non-sexist

preschool, so some of the girls are doctors and the boys nurses.

"Playing Sick Person"

Benjamin is lying down on the floor, hands folded across
his chest. Beth has a long tinkertoy stick pressed against
his arm. She says, "Now I'm going to give you a shot." There

are four or five children watching intently. Someone covers up
the patient with a blanket. Another child puts her hand on the
Thick" boy's head and frowns. The children are completely absorbed,
they take turns playing the different roles, examining the various
parts of the body (eyes, nose, arms, etc.). They don't even look up
wh-n their parents come to pick them up. They call it 'playing sick

Cl

This -,..one was played out repeatedly for two months in the nursery

,;11,:)ol---ilmo,;t like a ritual. Each time the children took turns lying

down, -;ivinj shoe;, wiping brows, and saying "Shhh." An observer had

1.7'f J)n that the children treated doctors, hospitals, and illness as

vr7 ltter. They to play the !-;cone over and over in

matery .:,ver their ;,odie, ;-)me understardinrj of what

; ! 11 1.7 (1() Th i.; i .; . rirr'n ly

, " or 1../.1 trwr, r they

; 1 ! F`Ic . -;are tire, (qt-' WA71 ;Intl rif play to cope

'A/ I ; r r. . F3-.`i7, in C-.J, had ho'r'n n(cTitalizod with
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an A..lun.11A op,!ration a month ,arlior. Her parents said she soemed to cope

with tic op-!ration 1-,autifully, she h.ver talked about it ever afterwards

at hpme. Yet at the pr..L.hool, day after day, she engaged in the playing

of "sick person." She was often the :;ick person, and she often initiated

it for about two months after the hospitalization period. For her this

may have teen a way of coming to grips with that experience, of getting

some kind of control over it.

Many children's reactions to hospitalization are played out at home

or at school -- before and especially after the experience. It is not sur-

prising that they use humor more frequently afterwards, rather than before

or during the hospitalization. Doctors and hospitals are serious issues

for children. In the nursery school which was the setting for the "sick

person" play related above, the children are usually full of hilarity,

tickling each other, laughing at stories, making up funny words, calling

each other "silly dilly." Yet in such a nursery school situation where

there is no anxiety about imminent hospitalization, children do not usually

treat sickness, doctors and hospitals as an amusing subject.

Methodology

The observations in this paper are based on three sources of data:

a brief Look at the literature--studies of humor as well as literature on

children's emotional reactions to hospitalization; interviews with parents,

personnel, and children; random observation in a nursery school and

ob3ervations of childri. of different ayes in three hospital

c+ ;t-7(,:- Tr.-!AtirA Childr,rn

imprc..ssion

v,!r./ II.' ' illn4!35 and

r/t :,11+

1r v-ry runny. A; rhildron's

1 ' ;.:: . i ;'
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Almost never do chilcIren use humor in the hospital about
themselves or their illness. Young children just never do
under any _.ircumstances. They ace really worried and most of
them doubt. that they will ever go home at all.

In addition, parents and hospital personnel interviewed said that adults

use humor in hospitals often for the wrong reasons. One hospital worker

commented:

I always feel that an honest approach, rationally treat-
ing illness, is much better than a playful, light way of
working with kids.

In particular, there is resentment against doctors who try to make light

of a serious situation or who resort to jokes through embarrassment or an

inability to relate to children.

The doctors joke too much with children. They often use
banter as a way of relating, as a way of introducing a painful.
subject. A lot of times kids just don't like it.... They see
it as a put down. They want straight information about their
illness, and the doctors joke. Also, the girls do not like the
sexual joking they get from doctors.... I don't think their
humor is a good way to deal with a problem and I don't think
many children do it. I think it is a sophisticated way adults
have of covering up their real feelings.

Further, there is the feeling that when children do use humor--when

they say something funnythey often really mean something quite different.

Children will often say, "That's funny" when they really
mein, "That's terrible, that's gruesome, that's horrible."
If something is really scary, they inevitably say, "That's
funny." Likci, "Look at that funny thing on her head. It
looks Like spurs." "Look at that funny thing hanging down
from her neck." But then it immediately gets serious and if
you ask, "What's funny?" there is nothing funny at all.

Of IJA° r.,f humor on thr, part of children is seen as a cover for fear

Ind arxiety and a denial that there is anything worryinrj the child.

r'h i Pay I.; h.unor oth,-.!r pat. ier0-..s who are
_tally only wh,.n the other (-hi ldren cannot heir. Four-

wi h a broken f"-f pr) int' d":0);;F; the hl 1 at
t -ye tr-old "f.001,-. 1-he r v h Leg."

1.iq 1 n'l 1 augh,-1. 14er w t.,lkrd rtboilt- ,./hy the tr_!ri Wa5-;
r/ i '7110- vry differonL, Here, a:J

u;uil, the hgmor wa; 0.170- a cov,r For hrtr fear.
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Tj anL;wer th question, "How is humor vi2wod in hospitals treating

we can say thar from these ftw oxaffiples Lhere are very few

erceived instances of humor among hospitalized children. Illness and

surgery are considered serious business. Ther,! are some examples of humor

among children--but the subjects of the jokes are not connected with the

hospital situation (current jokes from school, jokes relating to home,

etc.). Finally, there is a strong feeling that when children use humor

it is almost exclusively an indication of underlying fear or anxiety.

agree that coping with anxiety is clearly one of the ways that

children use humor in hospitals, but there is another important point:

What adults find humorous is often quite different from what children per-

ceive as funny. Sometimes adults do not understand a child's humor.

Adults treat children's humor in hospitals in a way somewhat like sex:

as a taboo. Adults are constantly socializing children as to what is

legitimately funny and what is not. If one child jokes to another child

about the second child's illness or amputation, the adult reaction is to

point out to the first child how inappropriate humor is in that situation

and how the situation is really a serious one.

Understanding Children's Humor

This brings us to the next question: How can developmental psychol-

ogy help us understand children's humor? To answer this question we have

to lo()1 at both theories of development and theories of humor. In recent

year:, there has ben in-2reasing attention given to the area of children's

p-,T7hol-plical needs d!ring hospitalization. Several recent works

(P51-irtn, Plank, Rer4man) discu3s the importance of parent particpatiou

in thy tal (KperiY71-:e for children under five, the need for play

h:lp through their fe:tr-3, the importance of

! chii.ir-m.; and the rifled to

1-11 1y h;l! A r:,.)preh-n.;tve review

; .an !,.. I in Th., P.-:vc.ho/mr:al of

1!!! 1:7 :-;iprwic.,.., and

;;;:11 -. A 51 ;,f 11 :,,r iInrl r i

00005
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.inj ranger's Emotional :'clre of Hospitalizea Children. In a series

of .2harrs, the authors outline the important theories of growth and devel-

ornent, using central nervous system maturation (e.;ese11), psychosocial

;:riAson), psychosexual stages (Freud) , and stages of intellectual

development (Piaget) .

There are basically two psychological traditions that can help shed

light on the subject of children's humor. One is psychea.talytic theory,

first advanced by Sigmund Freud in Wit an: its Relation to the Unconscious

and subsequently expanded ly2 4olfenstein in Children's Humor. The psycho-

analytic point of view sees humor as a way of expressing anxiety or guilt,

handling conflicting wishes, and resolving conflicts, and as related to the

psychosexual concerns of a person.

The psychoanalytic theorists (Wolfenstein and Jacobson) show how the

content and form of humor are related to psychosexual development. Thus,

three-yearolds, concerned about sex (moving from anal to genital stages)

spend time making up bathroom jokes (about "poo poo" and "pee pee"). At

age five or six there is a shift in the style of joking from making up

joking fantasies to telling ready-made jokes. Wolfenstein attributes this

change to the onset of the latency period (6-11). In adolescence, sexual

issues again share the content of jokes, but the style of telling a joke

becomes v'ry important. Comic mimicry becomes a major component of joke

to

Humor in the Freudian view, then, is often seen as the result of

uncons:::i'Dus concerns, especially when there is almost nn other way of deal-

in,j with anxiety, when one cannot talk about it directly. The motivation

E)-c almost invariably connected to anxiety or sex. The psycho-

Appr-)ach to humor is probably the most pervasive one in American

F,)r that r,-.1=;on t think it is helpful to attempt to nee chil-

lr.!nt ; fr'im othr pointJ of vw

- nH,ro! 11.;7v)r. from tit', pninf of

vi ':! i Iy-r;,,r1 on Piag,d.':.; thory of

71-m,-11 whi-h hold.; thot-. pf,oplp .1 t. diff,renr, ages

1) 0 0 0
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strre reality in very different Adults and children perceive

And think About the world quitc. ditferently. Thus a child's appreciation

of h,lmor And ability to initiate humorous situations will depend on his

particular stage of cognitive development. Specifically, according to

psychologists (such as McGhee, Zigler, Levine, and Gould) who have looked

at humor from a cognitive developmental perspective, children's humor is

related to the development of language and thinking.

To understand ha, humor changes with age, let's look at four devel-

opmental stages and their implications for humor. For purposes of this

discussion I have used four stages: Infar,ts/Toddlers (birth-2), Preschool

(3-5), Elementary School (6-11), and Adolescence (12-15). These corre-

spond with Piagetian stages of cognitive development.

Infants/Toddlers. From birth to two is what Piaget calls the "sen-

sorimotor stage." Motor activity is the primary intellectual activity.

Thus humor at this age is related to motor and physical development. Any

kind of physical action--doing arm stretch exercises with a five-month-

old for instance, or holding an eight-month-old in a standing position can

bring gale of laughter. Tickling, changes in facial gestures, and doing

th,- same action over and over again, such as running your hand up an

infant's body and tickling his neck, are all perceived as humorous at this

age. Speed or sudden movement are often an impetus for humor.

Pres-;hool. With two- and three-year-olds comes the development of

ling...Ago, which is critical to communicating and appreciating humor. At

thil t.m the child is in Piaget's preoperational stage, which is charac-

'oril by t,mcentrism--the child thinks he is the center of the world

:7y: 71,17;L-IL thinking. A,:ordinq to Pilq-7t, the preoperational child is

t.Q get 1 .;yn:,t-, that certain ohje-_:ts are constant, but his per-

1-1 h t ;pd for th --)-4t. part en what hp can actually see.

inHrtf l ; v!ry rhAt-a -teri,y,l by L'ahtasy and

H ::tw,r t-t1H:y t 17),-a The

r r)f I.). ;r1; Liu-2

.r F 11'11 -1' t ; I' 7 I I) l II C: ihr-~.)r.
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McGhee (1972), preoperational childre:: find humor only in sights and sounds

which arts inconsistent with their expectations based on prior experience.

An example of a preoperational joke is this: .A mother bird flew out of the
vt.

nes t . An !lephant thinks, "Anybody can hatch eggs," and he goes up in the

tree and sits on the eggs." Now, three-year-olds think that is a riot. It

is a physical incongruity that they can see. McGhee postulates that three

conditions have to occur for the preschool ^hild to perceive a situation as
sunny: oei.ng aware of the normal situation; knowing the way the stimulus

violAtes the normal situation; and finally,knowin:j that it is impossible

for the stimulus to really occur. Humor et this :iqe is based only on what

the child can actually see and hear--not on logic.

Elementary School. Somewhere between five and seven the child moves

to the stage of concrete operational thought. By this time the child

is no longer bound by what he can actually see, but he is ab).e to perform

mental operations on concrete objects. What car. you do when you are in the

"operational stage" that you could not do befoe? Piaget has a series of

experiments in which the experimenter takes two pieces of ::.lay which are

the same size and the child sees that they are the same size. Then he

makes one of the balls round and rolls the other long like a sausage and

asks the child, "Which one has the most clay and why?" and the preopera-

tional child invariably says the one that looks like a sausage has the most

clay -- although the halls are the same size, just as they were when both were
round. By the time a chili is six or eight, he has attained what Piaget

calls the concept of "reversibility," that is, that you can change the

shape of an object and it retains the same qualities so that it can be

r,:vr7;e1 i ain into its original form. The child does not have to perform

the phrii.:at operation in order to )t, but can do it mentally instead.

yhitd is not dependent on physical discrepancies from prior

but chillren nee huror in tm:onsistencies of behavior. This

n7-1 ready-m-11,- jokes and cartoons which children

.1". I I r to ,;,rr

With newly aciuLrei cognir.ive capicities, children can

')f. humor. An examptc of J joke which

h- appreciate,1 hy In element.ary-school-aqe child is

;) 0 0 1 1
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t-1::y1: "Fat Ethol s.tt down at the lunch counter and ordered a whole

'Shall r cut. it into four or eight pieces?"rour,' said

Ethel, '['m on a diet.'" To understand this joke the child has to under-

;tad the laws of c:onservation of quantity, as explained by Piaget, a

part of the intellectual repertoire of elementary-school-age children.

Adolescence. Adolescence marks the beginning of abstract thinking.

This involves the ability to consider different points of view, the ability

to hypothesize and generalize about things. In Piaget's terms it is the

stale of formal operations. Here is where more .:..ouhist.icated forms of

humor such as irony, satire, and wit begin to appear. Here, too, humor

can have a cruel edge. Adolescents can scapegoat others and tease in a

cynical fashion. Adolescent joking tends to stress the content of the

joke with sexuality and physical and emotional development frequently major
themes. Adolescents often engage in group humor at the expense of other

groups or individuals within the group.

It is easily apparent that it is helpful for workers with children

in hospitals to know that it is appropriate and understandable, from a

developmental point of view, for a seven-year-old to engage in repeated

word play, while an adolescent will likely spend his time putting down

the nurses. In this way, cognitive developmental theory can help us see

how phi 1 Jren at various ages perceive themselves and the world--in this

,73se, the hospital.

PosLtiv- r.;- ;-s of Humor with Hospitalized Children

et al. have dis.raised the polarized views of the philosophy

lni ;y of humor. On the one hanA, humor is seen as a negative

17; 1 A-)fen:-;,,, art a:.;:-;ertion of superiority,

1 : '11" 1 , "VT"' Jr)17. fr"lr 1W-1, .inxlty, or r-grsnion. The other

,.; i P., y- ,1 i nr4 ,led

" 7 777'1 7- as of adapt. ing

1 :. ! , r 1 rt h'i7:11(1 ,t Et:0 t r5."
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I think that humof in hospitals is curri:nitly viewed by and large from

a rwative orientation. Hospital pors,muel tend to see vL:ry few examples

of humor at all among hospitalized children; those examples of humor they

do It are almost universally viuwed as masks for fear, anxiety, or

denial. What implications does an understanding of children's humor have

for how we work with children in hospitals?

If we understand something about the development of humor (and ears

and anxiety) at different ales and if we understand something about t

functions of humor, then we can begin to look at some of the ways chil-

dren use humor in hospitals.

One way children use humor is the one described earlier by the chil-

dren's activities specialists: as a way of handling anxiety. In such

examples we should see humor not as a mask for anxiety but as an expression

of anxiety as well as a'creative way of handling pain and anxiety. How

many ways can you express anxiety? You can throw up, you can have a tantrum

--there are various ways to show anxiety, but humor seems to me to be one

of the most positive. Jim, age seven, showed the characteristic word play

to deal with his anxiety about dn uncomfortable procedure.

Jim was in the playroom making puppets when a nurse came
in to tell him he must come with her for a short time in order
to "irrigate" (drain) his wound. He sang, "Irrigate, irritate.
Irritate, irrigate," as he was wheeled away. He had a worried
look on his face but at the same time looked around the room
with d smile to see if others thought he was funny. The nurse
reassured him about the "irrigation," and he changed his chant
to, "Away we go!"

Secondly, children use humor as a way of relating to others. Children

often use humor to adapt to new situations and as a way to relate to the

stranger3 who troop in and out. This is illustrated in the case

Of Jim ind d male visitor.

Vie .:1-iildren w,re mlklnq pupp,.it.s rl dim was busy figuring
runny "r ftlt rho Felt," laugivid. "People

fiiciny felt." "Thi; light (;1,;th is li9ht (mean-
i-T liqht in ,d,,r)." He indir:a17,-!d that it

'r/ 1.; 1:o lift_ a--; w.;i1 7; to 7;er. firsL vilked into

1) I) 0 3
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rh,: puppet play group, he looki2d up and :;aid, "You a doctor?"
I ,LiA nu. He said, "0,K,, you're a play-man. Stay-man,
piny -man." Ho Laughed, then said, "The play-man has a big
ml!le," and all of the children laughed.

Using humor a way of relating to other people is not always verbal, as

is evident in the case of Dwight.

Dwight, 3, seems to be recovering; is able to run around
the play room. When I come in, Dwight begins by playing hide-
and-seek, making extremely funny faces, and giggling.

Chi Laren als.7) use humor to form relationships with each ocher. This is

particularly apt to happen if there is a group situation in which children

feel relaxed with one another.

A third way children use humor is as a way of seeking information:

an explanation about confusing or complicated aspects of their illness or

hospital procedure. This might be called humor for demystification.

Simon has had his arm amputated. Billy has been seen
looking at the stub. For two days he has not yet asked
directly about Lt or mentioned it in any way. Finally, he
says, "I have a funny story. I saw it on TV. It is about
a man who had his arm cut off and it walked all over the
place, right into this grocery." Simon appeared to be
afraid, so the child-care worker took him aside and made
sure that he knew his own arm was not walking around.
Liter she talked with Billy and asked him if he really
meant "funny." He admitted it was not funny.

The next day, Simon told Billy that his arm was still
in th -? hospital, and about how the tumor from his arm was
being kept alive on blood from his parents in order to see
what would make it grow or kill it. The child-care worker
intc,rvened b;.cause she thought this was another "funny"

then a nurse who agreed that it was "weird."
Fillly, Fhf. ,1:;krA a doctor who said that essentially
SticnI:4 s'-ry wa3 tcue--a new process was being used and

tun-Jr wa5 invol7ed in the research.

t,F A .14in,j humor in plrt to se 'f; information and

Rilly wntl f.o know what happened to

I` ' P U1. 1 11-1i rig ll'irn.-)r (1.; w,iy of

win, t. 1'1 I I` ,nsli '.wL th i ..nnn . And, o-; mat. ter of

0 0 01
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t.i7t, atter this d17,2ussi,1n the two became very triendly. This case also

points up the real difficulty that adults sometimes have in interpreting

chiLdrn's remars. Since some hospital research and treatment procedures

aro unuJual, and sin..:e children often are told the truth about their situa-

tion, hospital personnel may have trouble distinguishing what is based on

reality and what on fantasy.

Finally, children use humor as a way of gaining mastery or control

over a situation. This type of humor sometimes comes in the form of a put-

down. A child may laugh at mistakes that adults make or make a play on

someone's name. By laughing and joking about a person who is in a control-

ling position over the child, the child in turn gains some small measure

of control over that person. A children's activity specialist gave an

example of humor used in this way.

Once in a while, kids will use humor about the adults.
For instance they like to put down adults if possible: "How
stupid you look," "Silly nurse you dropped it." They usually
do that to us and to workers or orderlies, not very often to
doctors. They are usually very serious around doctors.

ThJugh children are serious around doctors, they joke about them behind

their backs.

Four-year-old Rachel had a hernia operation which left
two bumps on her body. She called her doctor the Bump Doctor,
and repeated over and over, "Dr. Bump, Dr. Bump," laughing
gaily.

In i..nother example, a male visitor to the play ward was helping Christie

fasten a bead necklace she had just made.

"Are you a doctor?" she asked. "No." "Good, you can
help me tie this." "Are you afraid of doctors?" T asked.

laughed as if to say, "Of course not." "No, doctors
are do-do's."

Allin, this typ,.1 of huor is 1 way of gaining control over unfamiliar and

Cright,.ming situations.

Qx-Impt- of h,imor for Ilining ma story found in one of the

Fow floks writt,.n about o pitals, Curiow; r;norje GOO;, tO the
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Cucioa.3 .;eorge is .t monk-7 ) has swallowed a pille piece. lie

LO M. to tho ho;:i,tal to gyt it rmov-d by a tube down his ti,.:oat. On

wa!:; 1.. 2 unhapp.! girl, Becky, who never laugh;. George takes a go-

cart, up;,,t food-cart:3, racing down corridors until he crashes into the

visv.Itnj mayor'a delegation; and Becky laughs and laughs. One reason this

story i3 seen as amusing is that. George has caused havoc and disorder,

thereby gaining mastery over the situation.

If we can begin to understand that humor is different for children at

different ages, and if we cart emphasize the positive functions of humor for

children in hospitals (for adaptation to a new situation, building rela-

tionships, seeking explanations for one's condition, gaining mastery), then

we can both initiate and appreciate humor with children as we work with

them. Certainly, we should be reminded of how important it is to listen to

children. Often we rush in and out without really hearing what they have

said. The more we listen, I think the more we can understand what they

perceive as humorous, what their concerns are, what their humorous remarks

signal. Also it is important to remember that children can usually deal

with other children very nicely and they can help each other out and they

can appreciate each other and they can also cheer each other up.

Working with children in hospitals is sort of like teaching. At the

end of the year yaur class is gone and the children to whom you became very

clo:3 now go on to the next year. You really have had only oue small part

of the inFluen-2es on their lives. I think that is very true of people who

,7ontct with children in hospitqls. The thing to keep in mind

fhl" startl be Fore ne got to the hospital and it is

r1 4) on, in rnn ;` att,)rwaril. Humor is part of the human

rf w. *ii hr,:;pirn with

)t. InI i ! ;1 '; e!; f h I r do

:pi I 1 ,t;ir-)i fl i p' ;l ry3 r1 teem
/ I ir:; L at -in'l )1 .
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me Ludo with an anecd...)0. F thin it shows that just as

in.:ongruirLs and violations of oxpoctations--which they find

adults do not, there art' times whon children are perfectly serious

ab:Fit )mothing which adults find runny. I was playing with my three-and-

L)n.!-h:tlf-yL.ar-oLd son Benjamin last wek. We pretended we were firemen and

rescue.1 people; we pretended we were the three bears taking a walk while the

porridv cooled; then he got an idea for a new game and very seriously sug-

giisted, "I know, Mommy, now let's pretend we're grown-ups, O.K.?"


